
Autumn Term - Y6 Spring Term – Y6 Summer Term - Y6

Amazon Rainforest - Brazil
Place: Know the location of the world’s major 
countries and describe using terms 
hemisphere, longitude, latitude, time zone 
[USA, China, Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, 
Australia, India, Argentina]
Space: justify how the rainforest could, and 
should be used in the future considering 
sustainability 

Globalisation
Human: know what globalisation is: explain how globalisation
impacts on energy supply [fossil fuel supply vs renewable 
energy]
Cartography: know the OS map conventions and use this 
knowledge to construct maps, plan, navigate, critique and 
evaluate a journey [circular route of local secondary schools]
OS Symbols: consolidation of prior knowledge

The Ring of Fire - Tsunami 
Physical: know the location of the tectonic plate boundaries; 
determine how these correlate with the formation of 
tsunamis.   
Physical: know and analyse the worldwide impact of climate 
change across different biomes [specifically explore tsunamis]
Human: know push and pull factors [linked natural hazards] 
and use these to explain why people emigrate 

Summer Term 2 Spring Term 2 Autumn Term 2

Lincolnshire Wolds 
Place: know where Lincolnshire Wolds are located on a 
UK map.
Space: know the features of the Lincolnshire Wolds 
[hills (plateux tops), valleys, trees, grass, open space]
Physical: know and describe the features of hills and 
valleys in LW [high, flat topped, low, river]

What is Grantham Like?
Place: Know where Grantham is located on a UK map.
Space: know the features of unfamiliar parts of Grantham linked to OS Map symbols 
[museum, Police Station, Fire Station, library].
Human: know the causes and impact of traffic pollution 
OS Map Symbols: Museum, Police Station, Fire Station, library]
Cartography: Know the four points of the compass; use simple maps to navigate to 
traffic survey point (500yards from school) and to locate unfamiliar parts of Grantham 
(above) 

Where in the World? 
Place: Know and locate the 4 UK 
countries, 4 capital cities, the 7 world 
continents and the 7 oceans on a simple 
map.
Physical: know and locate hot and cold 
areas in the world [South Pole, North 
Pole, UK, Africa]

Summer Term Spring Term Autumn Term

Travel and Environment 
Place: know significant local places [bus station, petrol station, train station]
Human: Know that resources should be cared for and that some can be recycled 
[plastic, paper, wood]
Space: know simple features of their local environment [roads, streets, 
motorway]
Physical: know natural landscapes [sea, beach] 
Cartography: know that maps give information about the world; reproduce 
simple maps and use them to talk about life

Natural Landscapes & Weather
Place: know significant local places [park, 
Londonthorpe Woods]
Space: know simple features of their local 
environment [trees, plants, fields]
Physical: know and identify daily weather 
patterns [rain, sun, wind, snow]

Local Environment & Seasons
Place: know significant local places [school, church, 
home, street, park]
Space: know simple features of their local 
environment [woodland, buildings, roads, open 
spaces]
Physical: know and identify daily weather patterns 
[rain, sun, wind, snow]

EYFS 
A

EYFS 
B

KS1 B

LKS2 
A 

Y5 

GEOGRAPHY AIM: 
we aim to be curious about 

the human and physical world 
around us

“Geography is an earthly 

subject, but a heavenly 

science.” - Edmund Burke

Where in the World?
(Aut 2)

What is Grantham like?
(Spr 2)

Urban Places 
Where in the World (Spr 2) 

Weather Physical  (Sum 1) 

Local Engineering: 
Humber Bridge (Aut 1) 

Tourism and Migration 
(Spr 2)

Mount Vesuvius
(Aut 2)

Tectonic Plate Boundaries
(Aut 2)   

Desertification
(Spr 2)

Renewable Energy (Solar)
(Sum 1&2) 

P
la

ce

EY
FS Identify significant local places including their 

home, street, school, town and county.

K
S1

Recall and locate culturally significant places 

including the United Kingdom, UK countries, UK 

capital cities, world continents and world oceans. 

LK
S2

List and locate major countries of each of the 

seven continents: compare the position of these 

on the Earth’s surface.

U
K

S2

Know and classify the location of the world’s 

major countries using the terms: hemisphere, 

longitude, latitude, time zone. 

Sp
ac

e 

EY
FS Identify features of their immediate 

environment. 

K
S1

Describe the features of an unfamiliar 

environment: link these with keys and OS 

symbols on age-appropriate maps. 

LK
S2

Explain how the features of an environment 

affect settlement and land use.  

U
K

S2
 

Justify how a range of environments could, and 

should be used in the future, considering 

sustainability.

C
ar

to
gr

ap
h

y 

EY
FS

1 Know that maps give information about the 

world. 

2 Engage with simple maps to talk about everyday 

life and reproduce their own maps 

K
S1

1 Know the 4 points of the compass, and simple 

OS Map symbols 

2 Engage with a range of maps to navigate short, 

simple journeys; locate culturally significant 

places and devise their own maps, linked to 

simple journeys 

LK
S2

1 Know the 8 points of the compass, and a greater 

range of OS Map symbols 

2 Engage with a range of maps to locate and 

compare the position of places using 4 figure 

coordinates & 8 points of the compass; plan and 

navigate journeys and create their own maps 

using OS Map conventions 

U
K

S2

1 Know the principles of longitude/latitude and 

time zones 

2 Engage with a range of maps to construct maps 

to varying scales, using OS Map conventions; plan, 

navigate and evaluate routes to specific places. 

H
u

m
an

 

EY
FS

1 Know that resources should be cared for and 

that some can be recycled. 

K
S1

1 Know the causes of different types of pollution 

2 Describe the impact of different types of 

pollution

LK
S2

1 Explain the human contributors to climate 

change, including fossil fuel use and deforestation

2 Identify types of tourism 

3 Summarise the impacts of tourism

U
K

S2

1 Explain and debate the benefits and costs of 

renewable energy sources 2 Identify push and pull 

factors and use these to explain why people 

migrate

3 Know what globalisation is 

4 Explain how this can impact on industry and 

manufacturing

P
h

ys
ic

al
 

EY
FS

1 Identify daily weather patterns

2 Recognise natural landscapes including 

woodlands and forests. 

K
S1

1 Describe seasonal weather patterns 

2 Locate hot and cold areas of the world 

3 Identify and describe natural landscapes 

including beaches/coasts, hills/mountains/ 

valleys, seas/oceans, rivers. 

4 Know what a natural hazard is and give 

examples.
LK

S2
1 Identify and describe different climate zones 

and biomes 

2 Explain the water cycle. 

3 Explain what climate change is and analyse 

patterns over time. 

4 Examine natural landscapes including rivers, 

vegetation belts and biomes 

5 Establish the location patterns of specific 

natural hazards and give examples of the effects 

they can have.

U
K

S2

1 Analyse the worldwide impact of climate 

change across different biomes and climate 

zones. 

2 Locate tectonic plate boundaries 

3 Determine how tectonic plate boundaries 

correlate with the formation of volcanoes, 

earthquakes and tsunamis. 

P
h

ys
ic

al
 

EY
FS

Know maps give information about the world 

Y1

Navigate a simple journey within the school 

grounds using four points of the compass; devise 

their own map and locate significant places i.e. 

own classroom, hall, playground. 

Y2

Navigate a simple journey to Goodliffe Road 

using four points of the compass; devise their 

own map. 

Y3

Locate and compare the position of school and 

Meres Leisure Centre using 4 figure coordinates 

& 8 points of the compass. 

Plan and navigate a journey to Meres Leisure 

Centre and create their own maps using OS Map 

conventions

Y4

Locate and compare the position of school and   

using 4 figure coordinates & 8 points of the 

compass. 

Plan and navigate a journey to Sutton Lawn and 

create their own maps using OS Map 

conventions

Y5

Construct maps of varying scales, using OS Map 

conventions to plan an orienteering activity for 

another UKS2 year group.

Plan and navigate a walking route from school to 

the St Wulfram’s church. Evaluate and critique 

others’ routes, using set criteria, to decide upon 

which to walk

Y6
 

Construct maps of varying scales, using OS Map 

conventions to plan an orienteering activity for 

another UKS2 year group.

Plan and navigate a circular walking route 

around local secondary schools. Evaluate and 

critique others’ routes, using set criteria, to 

decide upon which to walk. 

Vocabulary

EYFS OS map, symbol, place, environment, local, school, street, home, park, 
church, woodland, buildings, road, open space, weather, rain, sun, wind, 
snow, trees, plants, fields, woods, map, sea, beach, natural, motorway, 
recycle, plastic, paper, wood, information, travel, feature, landscape, 
cartography 

KS1 Key Stage One A:  Lincolnshire, United Kingdom, located, hills, valley, 
describe, plateaux tops, pollution, compass, navigate, survey, cause, 
impact, countries, capital cities, continents, oceans, world, plan

Key Stage One B: barracks, public, natural hazard, surroundings, forest, 
military 

LKS2 Lower Key Stage Two A:  biome, aquatic, grassland, forest, tundra, 
desert, climate zones, settlement, land use, tourism, internal, domestic, 
migration 

Lower Key Stage Two B: volcano, eruption, co-ordinates, climate change, 
fossil fuels, deforestation, cycle, earth, atmosphere, contributors

UKS2 Year 5: analyse, renewable energy, solar, sustainability, desertification, 
tectonic plate, boundary, earthquakes, hemisphere, longitude, latitude, 
time zones, navigate, evaluate

Year 6: rainforest, Amazon, tsunami, critique, evaluate, globalisation, 
migrate

Vocabulary in bold indicates repeated
vocabulary and highlights progression 

Learning Journey for Cohorts: 2023, 2025, 2027, 2029, 2031 Learning Journey for Cohorts: 2024, 2026, 2028, 2030, 2031 

Summer Term – Y5 Spring Term – Y5 Autumn Term – Y5

Renewable Energy (Solar)
Human: Know, explain and 
debate the benefits and costs 
of renewable energy sources 
[solar]
Space: Justify how a range of 
environments should be used 
in the future considering 
sustainability [linked 
specifically to solar energy].

Desertification
Place: Know the location of the world’s major 
countries and describe using terms hemisphere, 
longitude, latitude, time zone [USA, China, 
Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, Australia, India, 
Argentina]
Physical: know and analyse the worldwide 
impact of climate change across different 
biomes [specifically explore desertification]

Tectonic Plate Boundaries
Physical: know the location of the tectonic plate boundaries; determine how these correlate with 
the formation of volcanoes and earthquakes.   
Place: Know the location of the world’s major countries and describe using terms hemisphere, 
longitude, latitude, time zone [USA, China, Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, Australia, India, Argentina]
Cartography: know the principles of longitude and latitude and time zones
Cartography: know the OS map conventions and use this knowledge to construct maps, plan, 
navigate and evaluate a journey [circular route from school to St Wulfram’s Church to the bus 
station and back to school]
OS Symbols: Church, bank, parking 

Y6 

EYFS 
B

EYFS 
A

KS1 A

LKS2 
B 

Y5 

Where in the World?
(Aut 2)

What is Grantham like?
(Spr 2)

Rural Places : Lincolnshire 
Wolds

(Sum 2)

Mount Vesuvius 
(Aut 2)

Tectonic Plate Boundaries
(Aut 2)

Desertification
(Spr 2)

Renewable Energy (Solar)
(Sum 1&2)

Y6 

Amazon Rainforest – Brazil
(Aut 1)

Globalisation
(Spr 2) 

The Ring of Fire – Tsunami
(Sum 2)

Autumn Term  2 Spring Term 1 Summer Term 1&2

Mount Vesuvius 
Place: Know the location of the major countries within Europe on a simple world map [Russia, Ukraine, 
France, Spain, Sweden, Germany, Finland, Norway, Poland and Italy] 
Physical: know the location of Mount Vesuvius [Pompeii] and compare this to the location of volcanoes 
around the world using cartography skills. 
Cartography: know the 8 points of the compass: locate volcanoes (as above) using 4 figure coordinates and 
8 points of the compass 
Physical: know the impacts that the eruption of Mount Vesuvius had; compare to recent eruptions 

Climate Change 
Physical: know what climate change is 
and analyse patterns over time.
Human: know key human contributors 
to climate change [fossil fuel use and 
deforestation]

Water Cycle 
Physical: Know and explain the 
water cycle [continuous 
movement of water within the 
Earth and atmosphere.. It is a 
complex system that includes 
many processes].

Climate Change  (Spr 2)

Rural Places : Lincolnshire Wolds
(Sum 2)

Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1

Loss of Woodland/Forest Fires
Place: know where the Gloucester Barracks are located on a UK map.
Space: describe the features of the barracks and its surroundings [within 
open space, separate to public]
OS Symbols: military barracks
Physical: Know that a forest fire is a natural hazard and give examples

Urban Places 
Cartography: Know the four points of the 
compass; use simple maps to navigate to 
the local park (500yards from school)
OS Symbols: park, school, cafe

Seasonal Weather
Place: Know and locate the 4 UK countries, 4 
capital cities
Physical: know and describe the seasonal 
weather patterns in the UK

Local Engineering: 
Humber Bridge (Aut 1) 

The Amazon Rainforest 
(Aut 1)

Globalisation
(Spr 2)

The Ring of Fire – Tsunamis
(Sum 2)

KS1 A

LKS2 
B  

LKS2 
A 

KS1 B

The Water Cycle
(Sum 1&2)   

Biomes 
(Sum 1&2)

Loss of Woodland – Prince William of 
Gloucester Barracks- Forest Fires

 (Aut 2)

Loss of Woodland – Prince William of 
Gloucester Barracks- Forest Fires

 (Aut 2)

Urban Places 
Where in the World (Spr 2)  

Weather-Physical
(Sum 1) 

Climate Change  (Spr 2)The Water Cycle
(Sum 1&2)   

Tourism and Migration 
(Spr 2)

Biomes 
(Sum 1&2)

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term

Where in the World? 
Place: Know and locate the 4 UK countries, 4 capital 
cities, the 7 world continents and the 7 oceans on a 
simple map.
Physical: know and locate hot and cold areas in the 
world [South Pole, North Pole, UK, Africa]

What is Grantham Like?
Place: Know where Grantham is located on a UK map.
Space: know the features of unfamiliar parts of Grantham linked to OS 
Map symbols [museum, Police Station, Fire Station, library].
Human: know the causes and impact of traffic pollution 
OS Map Symbols: Museum, Police Station, Fire Station, library]
Cartography: Know the four points of the compass; use simple maps to 
navigate to traffic survey point (500yards from school) and to locate 
unfamiliar parts of Grantham (above) 

Lincolnshire Wolds 
Place: know where Lincolnshire Wolds are 
located on a UK map.
Space: know the features of the Lincolnshire 
Wolds [hills (plateux tops), valleys, trees, grass, 
open space]
Physical: know and describe the features of hills 
and valleys in LW [high, flat topped, low, river]

Summer Term 1 Spring Term 2 Autumn Term 2

Seasonal Weather
Place: Know and locate the 4 UK countries, 4 capital cities
Physical: know and describe the seasonal weather patterns 
in the UK

Urban Places 
Cartography: Know the four points of the compass; use 
simple maps to navigate to the local park (500yards from 
school)
OS Symbols: park, school, cafe

Loss of Woodland/Forest Fires
Place: know where the Gloucester Barracks are located on a UK 
map.
Space: describe the features of the barracks and its surroundings 
[within open space, separate to public]
OS Symbols: military barracks
Physical: Know that a forest fire is a natural hazard and give 
examples

Summer Terms 1&2 Spring Term 2 Autumn Term 1

Biomes 
Cartography: know the 8 points of the compass: use this to plan 
and navigate a journey to Londonthorpe Woods
OS Symbols: train , bus, ambulance 
Physical: know and describe the 5 major biomes [aquatic, 
grassland, forest, desert, and tundra] and world climate zones.
Place: know the location of the 7 continents on a simple world map: 
match these with the climate zones and biomes. 
Space: know the features of each type of biome and how these 
affect settlement and land use

Tourism and Migration 
Place: Know the location of the major countries within Europe on a 
simple world map [Russia, Ukraine, France, Spain, Sweden, Germany, 
Finland, Norway, Poland and Italy] 
Human: to know the 2 types of tourism [international and domestic] and 
know the impact that these can have. 
OS Symbols: airport, ferryport

Humber Bridge 
Physical: know the key features of 
the River Humber 
Space: know the features of a river 
and how these affect settlement and 
land use [access to water]
OS Symbols: Bridge 

Autumn Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1&2

Humber Bridge 
Physical: know the key 
features of the River Humber 
Space: know the features of a 
river and how these affect 
settlement and land use 
[access to water]
OS Symbols: Bridge 

Tourism and Migration 
Place: Know the location of the major countries 
within Europe on a simple world map [Russia, 
Ukraine, France, Spain, Sweden, Germany, 
Finland, Norway, Poland and Italy] 
Human: to know the 2 types of tourism 
[international and domestic] and know the 
impact that these can have. 
OS Symbols: airport, ferryport

Biomes 
Cartography: know the 8 points of the compass: use this to plan and navigate a journey to 
Londonthorpe Woods
OS Symbols: train , bus, ambulance 
Physical: know and describe the 5 major biomes [aquatic, grassland, forest, desert, and 
tundra] and world climate zones.
Place: know the location of the 7 continents on a simple world map: match these with the 
climate zones and biomes. 
Space: know the features of each type of biome and how these affect settlement and land use

Summer Term 1& 2 Spring Term 2 Autumn Term 2

Water Cycle 
Physical: Know and explain the water 
cycle [continuous movement of 
water within the Earth and 
atmosphere.. It is a complex system 
that includes many processes].

Climate Change 
Physical: know what climate 
change is and analyse patterns 
over time.
Human: know key human 
contributors to climate change 
[fossil fuel use and deforestation]

Mount Vesuvius 
Place: Know the location of the major countries within Europe on a simple world map [Russia, 
Ukraine, France, Spain, Sweden, Germany, Finland, Norway, Poland and Italy] 
Physical: know the location of Mount Vesuvius [Pompeii] and compare this to the location of 
volcanoes around the world using cartography skills. 
Cartography: know the 8 points of the compass: locate volcanoes (as above) using 4 figure 
coordinates and 8 points of the compass 
Physical: know the impacts that the eruption of Mount Vesuvius had; compare to recent eruptions 

Local environment and 
seasons
(Aut 1)

Local environment and 
seasons
(Aut 1)

Local environment and 
seasons
(Aut 1)

Local environment and 
seasons
(Aut 1)

Natural Landscapes
(Spr 1) 

Weather (Spr2)

Natural Landscapes
(Spr 1) 

Weather (Spr2)

Natural Landscapes
(Spr 1) 

Weather (Spr2)

Natural Landscapes
(Spr 1) 

Weather (Spr2)

Travel (Sum 1) 
Environment  (Sum 2)

Travel (Sum 1) 
Environment  (Sum 2)

Travel (Sum 1) 
Environment  (Sum 2)

Travel (Sum 1) 
Environment  (Sum 2)

Summer Term Spring Term Autumn Term

Travel and Environment 
Place: know significant local places [bus station, petrol station, train station]
Human: Know that resources should be cared for and that some can be recycled 
[plastic, paper, wood]
Space: know simple features of their local environment [roads, streets, 
motorway]
Physical: know natural landscapes [sea, beach] 
Cartography: know that maps give information about the world; reproduce 
simple maps and use them to talk about life

Natural Landscapes & Weather
Place: know significant local places [park, 
Londonthorpe Woods]
Space: know simple features of their local 
environment [trees, plants, fields]
Physical: know and identify daily weather 
patterns [rain, sun, wind, snow]

Local Environment & Seasons
Place: know significant local places [school, church, 
home, street, park]
Space: know simple features of their local 
environment [woodland, buildings, roads, open 
spaces]
Physical: know and identify daily weather patterns 
[rain, sun, wind, snow]

Summer Term – Y5 Spring Term – Y5 Autumn Term – Y5

Renewable Energy (Solar)
Human: Know, explain and 
debate the benefits and costs 
of renewable energy sources 
[solar]
Space: Justify how a range of 
environments should be used 
in the future considering 
sustainability [linked 
specifically to solar energy].

Desertification
Place: Know the location of the world’s major 
countries and describe using terms hemisphere, 
longitude, latitude, time zone [USA, China, 
Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, Australia, India, 
Argentina]
Physical: know and analyse the worldwide 
impact of climate change across different 
biomes [specifically explore desertification]

Tectonic Plate Boundaries
Physical: know the location of the tectonic plate boundaries; determine how these correlate with 
the formation of volcanoes and earthquakes.   
Place: Know the location of the world’s major countries and describe using terms hemisphere, 
longitude, latitude, time zone [USA, China, Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, Australia, India, Argentina]
Cartography: know the principles of longitude and latitude and time zones
Cartography: know the OS map conventions and use this knowledge to construct maps, plan, 
navigate and evaluate a journey [circular route from school to St Wulfram’s Church to the bus 
station and back to school]
OS Symbols: Church, bank, parking 

Autumn Term - Y6 Spring Term – Y6 Summer Term - Y6

Amazon Rainforest - Brazil
Place: Know the location of the world’s major 
countries and describe using terms 
hemisphere, longitude, latitude, time zone 
[USA, China, Russia, France, Canada, Brazil, 
Australia, India, Argentina]
Space: justify how the rainforest could, and 
should be used in the future considering 
sustainability 

Globalisation
Human: know what globalisation is: explain how globalisation
impacts on energy supply [fossil fuel supply vs renewable 
energy]
Cartography: know the OS map conventions and use this 
knowledge to construct maps, plan, navigate, critique and 
evaluate a journey [circular route of local secondary schools]
OS Symbols: consolidation of prior knowledge

The Ring of Fire - Tsunami 
Physical: know the location of the tectonic plate boundaries; 
determine how these correlate with the formation of 
tsunamis.   
Physical: know and analyse the worldwide impact of climate 
change across different biomes [specifically explore tsunamis]
Human: know push and pull factors [linked natural hazards] 
and use these to explain why people emigrate 
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